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Abstract

Large systems often have a long life-span and comprise many intricately related elements. The verification and maintenance of these systems require a good understanding of their architecture design. Design rationale can support such understanding but it is often undocumented or unstructured. The absence of design rationale makes it much more difficult to detect inconsistencies, omissions and conflicts in an architecture design. We address these issues by introducing a rationale-based architecture model that incorporates design rationale, design objects and their relationships. This model provides reasoning support to explain why design objects exist and what assumptions and constraints they depend on. Based on this model, we apply traceability techniques for change impact analysis and root-cause analysis, thereby allowing software architects to better understand and reason about an architecture design. In order to align closely with industry practices, we choose to represent the rationale-based architecture model in UML. We have implemented a tool-set to support the capture and the automated tracing of the model. As a case study, we apply this approach to a real-world electronic payment system.
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1. Introduction

Highly complex and integrated systems are typical of today’s large system environment. Such systems usually involve system and software architectures that are intricate and highly inter-dependent. They also require continuous maintenance, enhancements and integration. Architects and designers who are not the original developers often have to quality-control and maintain the system. These people require a good understanding of the architecture in order to carry out their work effectively. Generally in the software industry, design rationale cannot be obtained from design specifications because there is no systematic practice to capture design decisions. They show how the system design satisfies the requirements, why certain design choices are selected over alternatives and how environmental conditions influence the system architecture. During the design process, design rationales are made and justified but the justifications are often unrecorded and are lost over time (Bosch, 2004; Perry and Wolf, 1992; Tyree and Akerman, 2005; Parnas and Clements, 1985). When asked to explain the design, designers either have to remember the rationale or reconstruct them (Gruber and Russell, 1996).

In a recent survey on architecture design rationale (Tang et al., 2006a), we found that 85.1% of architects agreed that the use of design rationale is important in justifying design and 80% of the respondents said they fail to understand the reasons of a design decision without design rationale support. Furthermore, 74.2% of respondents forget their own design decisions half the time or more often. These
results indicate the need to capture the design rationale for system maintenance. The erosion of architecture design rationale can result in ill-informed decisions because the original design reasoning was missing. As a result, it may lead to inconsistent design and violations of design constraints. The impacts can be serious because architecture design is fundamental to a system. Consequently, the rectification of errors can be very costly.

System and software architecture design often involves many implicit assumptions (Roeller et al., 2005) and convoluted decisions that cut across different parts of the system (Nuseibeh, 2004). A change in one part of the architecture design could affect many different parts of the system. A simple shift of an implicit assumption might affect seemingly disparate design objects and such change impacts could not be identified easily. This intricacy is quite different from detailed software design where usually the design or program specifications are self-explanatory. At the system and software architecture level, there are a multitude of influences that can be implicit, complex and intractable. Without traceable design rationale, the implicit relationships between the design objects might be lost, therefore creating potential problems:

- The reconstruction of the design rationale through analysis might be expensive.
- Design criteria and environmental factors that influence the architecture might be unclear.
- Business goals and constraints might be ignored.
- Design integrity might be violated when intricately related assumptions and constraints are omitted.
- Tradeoffs in decisions might be misunderstood or omitted.
- The impact of the changing requirements and environmental factors on a system could not be accurately assessed.

Many of the argumentation-based design rationale methods represent the deliberations of design decisions (Lee, 1997; Conklin and Begeman, 1988; McCall, 1991) but they do not support effective design rationale retrieval and communication (Shipman and McCall, 1997). An effective design reasoning model should enable the capture of design rationale and the clear explanation of design objects. The three major challenges in this exercise are (a) to identify the information required for design reasoning; (b) to create a model to retain design rationale and their relationships with design objects; and (c) to use the model to support effective traceability of design reasoning to help understand an architecture design.

In view of these objectives, we introduce the rationale-based model, Architecture Rationale and Elements Linkage (AREL), to support design rationale capture and traversal. We capture architecture design rationale qualitatively and quantitatively. Qualitative design rationale provides the arguments for and against a design alternative whilst quantitative design rationale uses cost, benefit and risk to quantify the merits of a design alternative. Using architecture design rationale as connectors, we relate requirements, constraints and assumptions to design objects to give an explanation of an architecture design. The AREL model uses a viewpoint-based architecture framework to structure the architecture design. The viewpoints represent different perspectives of an architecture such as business, information and software design. Such classifications provide a structure for the tracing and traversal of architecture elements.

Using the AREL model, two types of tracing are possible: (a) tracing an architecture design to understand the design dependency and reasoning, and (b) tracing the history of an evolving architecture design. Together they offer a number of advantages in system development and maintenance which might otherwise be unattainable:

- It helps architects and designers to understand the reasoning of an architecture design.
- It allows architects and designers to analyse the change impacts of a design through forward tracing.
- It allows architects and designers to analyse the root-causes of a design through backward tracing.
- It supports design verification and maintenance.
- It retains design and decision history to help understand how and why a system has evolved.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows. We discuss the related work in the areas of design rationale and requirements traceability in Section 2. We define the AREL model in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the tracing capabilities of the AREL model. In Section 5, we present a case study about a real-world electronic payment system. AREL uses the UML graphical notation for its representation. Its implementation, described in Section 6, requires a tool-set which is comprised of Enterprise Architect and our customised tool.

2. Background

In this section, we examine the needs for a better design rationale representation to support design reasoning. We analyse existing design-rationale methods and traceability methods to identify the challenges. From the perspective of a practicing architect, we highlight the importance of having traceability and design rationale through a number of use cases.

2.1. Design rationale

Researchers in the area of design rationale have argued that there is a need to improve the process to capture, represent and reuse design rationale. Perry and Wolf (Perry and Wolf, 1992) suggested that as architecture design evolves, the system is increasingly brittle due to two problems: architectural erosion and architectural drift. Both problems may lead to architecture design problems over
time if the underlying rationale is not available. Bosch suggested that as architecture design decisions are cross-cutting and inter-twined, the design can be complex and prone to erroneous interpretations without a first-class representation of design rationale (Bosch, 2004). When changes are introduced, the architecture design could be violated and the cost of change could be very high and even prohibitive.

Design rationale is important in many ways. It retains design knowledge such as design assumptions, constraints and design reasoning that are often not captured. It captures design alternatives to help understand why some designs have been rejected. It helps architects to understand a design since design decisions are often inter-twined and cut across a number of issues. A change to a decision may trigger a series of ripple effects to the other parts of the system (Han, 1997). Therefore, when there is a system defect or a need for design modification, design rationale can help maintainers analyse root causes and diagnose change impacts.

There are different approaches to representing design rationale. The argumentation-based design rationale representation uses nodes and links to represent knowledge and relationships. It dates back to Toulmin’s argumentation representation (Toulmin, 1958). Since Toulmin, many similar argumentation-based approaches such as Issue-Based Information System (IBIS) (Kunz and Rittel, 1970) and Design Rationale Language (DRL) (Lee, 1991) have been developed. They fundamentally show the issue, the argument and the resolution of design argumentation. Shipman III and McCall argued that neither the argumentation nor the communication perspective of argumentation-based design rationale has been generally successful in practice (Shipman and McCall, 1997). From the argumentation perspective, the problem has been in the ineffectiveness of capturing rationale because of the extensive documentation. From the communication perspective, design rationale cannot explain the reasoning for design objects effectively.

There are three key issues that impede the application of argumentation-based design rationale methods. Firstly, it is a cognitive burden to capture the complete explanations initially as designers who want to make use of this knowledge at a later stage most likely need not to replay the deliberation process as it was captured (Gruber and Russell, 1996). A second issue of the argumentation-based approach is that the design objects being discussed do not appear in the representation itself and are not linked to it in a defined way (Potts, 1996). For designers who have to maintain a system, it is the design objects that are the focal point of investigation. For instance, a designer may ask “If a requirement is changed, which classes and data models might be affected and how?”. A third issue is that decisions are often inter-linked and inter-dependent but such relationships are implicit.

A different approach to capturing design rationale is to use template-based methodologies. These methods make use of standard templates which are incorporated into the design process to facilitate design rationale capture. Contrary to argumentation-based methods, practitioners using the template-based methods do not construct argumentation diagrams for deliberation but instead they capture the results of the reasoning. This approach is oriented towards the practical implementation of design rationale in the software industry. Examples of this approach are the method proposed by Tyree and Akerman (Tyree and Akerman, 2005) and Views and Beyond (Clements et al., 2002). However, neither of the methods explicitly models the relationships between design rationale and design objects. As such, it is difficult to trace through a series of inter-related design objects which are affected by a design change.

Savolainen and Kuusela (Savolainen and Kuusela, 2002) proposed an approach for structuring goals and decisions. The Design Decision Tree (DDT) provides a means to connect requirements to architecture decision and design elements. Their framework is similar to this work but there is little detail on the composition of design rationale and how the framework may support design rationale traceability.

2.2. Requirements and design traceability

Requirements traceability is the ability to describe and follow the life of requirements, in both a forward and backward direction. Gotel and Finkelstein (1994) distinguish two types of traceability: pre-requirements specification (Pre-RS traceability) and post-requirements specification (Post-RS traceability). They argue that wider informational requirements are necessary to address the needs of the stakeholders. This is an argument for representing contextual information to explain requirements and design. A survey of a number of systems by Ramesh and Jarke (Ramesh and Jarke, 2001) indicates that requirements, design and implementation ought to be traceable. It is noted by Han (Han, 2001) that traceability “provides critical support for system development and evolution”. The IEEE standards recommend that requirements should be allocated, or traced, to software and hardware items (IEEE, 1996; IEEE, 1997).

During the development life-cycle, architects and designers typically have available to them business requirements, functional requirements, architecture design specifications, detailed design specifications, and traceability matrix. A means to relate these pieces of information helps the designers maintain the system effectively and accurately. It can lead to better quality assurance, change management and software maintenance (Spanoudakis et al., 2004). There are different aspects of traceability in the development life-cycle: (a) tracing requirements to design; (b) tracing requirements to source code and test cases; (c) tracing requirements and design to design rationale; (d) tracing evolution of requirements and design. Example methods to support requirements traceability are TOOR (Pinheiro, 2000; Pinheiro and Goguen, 1996), DOORS.
2.3. Why have traceable design rationale?

Being able to trace design and requirements to design rationale helps architects to understand, verify and maintain architecture design (Watkins and Neal, 1994). It supports the conscious reasoning of architecture design. There are many use-cases of traceable architecture design rationale in the software development life-cycle (Kruchten et al., 2005). The following cases describe how traceable architecture design and design rationale support the software development life-cycle:

- Explain architecture design – the reasoning and the decisions behind a design can be traced because they are linked to the design objects through a causal relationship. As such, the being of a design object can be explained by its associated design rationale.
- Identify change impacts – when a requirement or a decision is subject to change, the ripple effect of such a change should be traceable in order to analyse the change impacts to various parts of the system.
- Trace root causes – when there is a software defect in a system, it might be due to many reasons and the root causes have to be analysed and identified. Some of the causes might be to do with conflicting requirements, constraints or assumptions, they require design rationale to help explain and identify them.
- Verify architecture design – the retention of traceable design knowledge supports independent verification of an architecture design. It supports the verification of the architecture design without the presence of the original designers.
- Trace design evolution – when decisions were made to enhance the system, the design rationale of each subsequent change could explain the evolution of the design object. Such a reasoning history is useful because design assumptions and constraints are explicitly represented and can be used as a context for previous and current decisions.
- Relate architecture design objects – architecture design objects which are seemingly disparate can be related by a common requirement, constraint or assumption. For instance, the friendliness of a user interface design might be compromised because of a constraint on embedding a security software. If the rationale of the compromise is not explicitly stated, an update to the security software might not trigger a revisit to the design of the user interface.
- Analyse cross-cutting concerns – architecture deals with cross-cutting concerns especially in non-functional requirements. These concerns often require trade-offs at multiple decision points. The reasons behind such trade-offs explain a lot as to why and how the decisions have been made. A traceable architecture with design rationale could relate otherwise disparate requirements and design objects that are part of the cross-cutting concerns.

There is currently a lack of effective architecture model and traceability methods to accomplish all these tasks. The “why such a design” question cannot be answered because the current methods do not relate design objects to design reasoning effectively (Herbsleb and Kuwana, 1993). On the other hand, common industry practice relies heavily on the reconstruction of design rationale and the manual tracing of design specifications. This situation can be improved by introducing a design rationale-based architecture model and associated methods to support traceability.

3. An architecture model for design rationale capture and tracing

Design reason may have many meanings and interpretations. In this section, we first discuss two types of design reasoning and their relevance to design decisions, and introduce a conceptual model for representing design reasoning. Using the conceptual model as a basis, we then implement the Architecture Rationale and Elements Linkage (AREL) for architecture design rationale modelling. The AREL model captures the relationship between two entities: Architecture Rationale (AR) and Architecture Elements (AE).

3.1. A conceptual model for design reasoning

When architects and designers make design decisions, what do they consider as a reason or an intention? Should a requirement or a constraint be considered a reason for a
design? Or is it some generic justification that allows designers to judge that a design is better than its alternatives? Design is a process of synthesising through alternative solutions in the design space (Simon, 1981). Reasoning to support or reject a design solution is one of the fundamental steps in this process.

The concept of a reason has many dimensions. We argue that design reasoning come in two forms: motivational reasons and design rationale. Motivational reasons are the reasons which motivate the act of making a design and providing a context to the design. They are goals to be achieved by the architecture design or factors that constrain the architecture design. An example is a requirement. Although a requirement by itself is not a reason, but the need of requirement is the reason for the design. There are a few aspects to a motivational reason:

- Causality – a motivational reason is an impetus to a design issue. As such, it is a cause of a design decision.
- Goal – a motivational reason can be a goal or a sub-goal to be achieved.
- Influence – a motivational reason can influence a decision by ways of supporting, rejecting or constraining a decision.
- Factuality – a motivational reason can represent information that is either a fact or an assumption.

A motivational reason can be a requirement, a goal, an assumption, a constraint or a design object. It is important to represent motivational reasons explicitly as inputs to the decisions so that they are given proper attention in the decision making process. As suggested by Roeller et al. (2005), in order to have a deep understanding of software systems, undocumented assumptions have to be re-discovered. Garlan et al. (1995) found that conflicting assumptions which are implicit lead to poor-quality system architecture. As it is difficult to draw the line between requirements, assumptions and constraints (Roeller et al., 2005), we take an all-inclusive approach and conjecture that missing motivational reasons (including assumptions, constraints and requirements) can affect the decision making process adversely and can result in inferior design solutions because of ill-informed decisions.

With motivational reasons come the design issues that need to be resolved to create a design solution. An architect would resolve the issues by evaluating the relative benefits and weaknesses of the available options to select the most suitable design. The arguments and the reasoning are captured as a result of the decision, i.e. the design rationale. To depict the relationship between motivational reasons, design rational, and design objects, we present a conceptual model for design process in Fig. 1, based on which we will develop the rationale-based architecture model AREL. The conceptual model capturing design reasoning relies on the distinction between motivational reasons and design rationale. There are two important aspects of such a conceptual model:

- Entity – it identifies the information that needs to be represented, namely architecture design rationale and architecture design elements.
- Relationship – it relates the architecture design rationale to the architecture elements in a structured way to explain how a decision is made and what the outcomes are.

A motivational reason acts as an input to a decision. It motivates and/or constrains a decision. A motivational reason should be explicitly represented in an architecture design, as an architecture element, to show its influence on a decision.

A decision creates and is justified by the architecture design rationale. The architecture rationale encapsulates the details of the justification. It contains a description of the issues addressed by the decision, the arguments for and against an option, and the different alternative options that have been considered. Once a decision is made, the result of a decision is a design outcome or solution. A design outcome should be explicitly represented in the architecture design as an architecture element.

3.2. Architecture rationale and elements linkage

The AREL model is an implementation of the conceptual model using the UML notation. AREL is an acyclic graph which relates architecture elements AEs to architecture rationale ARs using directional link ARCtrace. An AE is an architecture element which participates in a decision as an input (i.e. motivational reason) or an outcome (i.e. design outcome). An AR encapsulates the architecture design justification of a decision. Since AR has a one-to-one relationship to justify a decision, AR can therefore represent a decision point in AREL modelling. In this section, we focus on the relationships between AEs and ARs. In the...
next two sections, we discuss in detail what constitute an AE and an AR, respectively.

The relationships between AEs and ARs are represented by the UML stereotyped association \((\text{ARtrace})\). Instead of explicitly modelling specific purposes of a relationship such as \textit{motivates} and \textit{constrains}, the AREL model represents them by using a generic \textit{causal} relationship. This simplifies the relationship between AE and AR.

A basic form of the model construct is \(\{\text{AE}_1, \text{AE}_2, \ldots \} \rightarrow \text{AR}_1 \rightarrow \{\text{AE}_{m}, \text{AE}_{n}, \ldots \} \) where \(\text{AE}_1, \text{AE}_2, \ldots\) are the inputs or the causes of a decision \(\text{AR}_1\), and \(\text{AE}_m, \text{AE}_n, \ldots\) are the outcomes or the effects of the decision. Fig. 2 shows a UML representation of AREL model of the relationship between a motivational input AE, a decision AR and a resulting AE. The cardinality in the relationship shows that the motivational AE and the resulting AE must be a non-empty set linked by the single decision AR. The \textit{unique} constraint in the diagram specifies that each instance of AE in the relation must be unique.

The causal relationships shown in Fig. 2 are the directional links using \((\text{ARtrace})\). An AE causes AR by motivating or constraining the decision, and the AR results-in an outcome AE by having a design rationale to justify the design. Conversely, an outcome AE depends on AR which in turn depends on an input AE. The causal relationship is the basis for forward tracing and the reverse is the implied dependency relationship which is the basis for backward tracing. Together they provide a basis for understanding the architecture design. A cause-effect relationship to generalise specific relationships such as "motivates" is advantageous because it simplifies the complexity of traversal.

An AE can be an input or an outcome of a decision. An AE can be both an input and an outcome when it is involved in two decisions. As an input, it can be a requirement, a use case, a class or an implementation artefact. As an outcome, it can be a new or a refined design element. Since an AR contains the justifications of a design decision, designers can find out the reasons of the decision and what alternatives have been considered.

UML is widely adopted in the industry for analysis and design specification. It is often used for requirements specification, use case analysis and design specification. We have selected UML to model AREL for a number of reasons. Firstly, designers can use the UML elements that they already document to be part of the AREL model, hence saving efforts in repeated data entry. Secondly, the data entry and update of architecture rationale can be performed with the same UML tool (see Section 6). Finally, UML graphical representations can effectively depict complex relationships.

3.3. Architecture elements

In AREL, the architecture element AE is an artefact that forms part of the architecture design. They comprise the business requirements to be satisfied, the technical and organisational constraints on the architecture design, the assumptions which need to be observed and the design objects which are the results of the architecture design.

Architecture elements can be classified by a related set of concerns called viewpoints (IEEE, 2000). The purpose of such classification is to have a focus on the different perspectives of architecture design. Although there may be many ways to model viewpoints based on specific sets of perspectives (Koning and van Vliet, 2005; Hilliard, 2001; Lassing et al., 2001), there are common viewpoints which are general to most software architectures. Using TOGAF as an example (The Open Group, 2003), we have selected four generic viewpoints (business, data, applications and technology) to classify AEs.

Fig. 3 is a UML diagram which outlines the basic classification of the architecture elements and their viewpoints. The business viewpoint contains architecture elements such as functional and non-functional requirements, business, system and technology environments. These are the main drivers of the architecture design (Tang et al., 2006a). Design objects are architecture elements classified by the data, application or technology viewpoints.

3.3.1. Architecture element as a motivational reason

1. Requirements – they are goals to motivate the design of the system. Examples are functional and non-functional requirements.

2. Assumptions – explicit documentation of the unknowns or the expectations to provide a context to decision making.
3. Constraints – they are the limitations to what can be achieved. They may be of a technical, business, organisational or other nature.

4. Design objects – the way one design object behaves may influence architecture design in other parts of a system by limiting the available design options.

3.3.2. Architecture element as a design outcome

1. Design objects – a design object is a result of an architecture decision to satisfy the motivational reasons.
2. Refined design objects – design objects can be refined as a result of a decision.

In the TOGAF framework, requirements are classified by the business viewpoint. We generalise the idea of the business viewpoint to include requirements and environmental factors. We call them architecture design drivers. We create five categories in the business viewpoint to provide a logical sub-grouping based on how they influence the architecture design (see Fig. 3). System requirement is comprised of functional and non-functional requirements. Environmental factor is comprised of business environments, information system environments and technology environments. Such classification allows architects to trace design reasoning to specific classes of root causes during analysis. For instance, an architect may wish to find out how a change in a requirement may affect the design objects in the application viewpoint.

3.4. Architecture rationale

In AREL, an AR comprises three types of justifications (Fig. 4): qualitative rationale, quantitative rationale and alternative architecture rationale (Tang and Han, 2005). Qualitative design rationale (QLR) is the reasoning and the arguments, in a textual form, for or against a design decision. Quantitative rationale (QNR) uses the indices to indicate the relative costs, benefits and risks of the design options. These two types of rationale are described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 respectively. An AR also contains the Alternative Architecture Rationale (AAR) which documents the discarded design options (see Section 3.4.3).

Using AR to encapsulate and relate architecture rationale to design objects, the AREL approach is different to the other argumentation-based methods:

- Simplification – the AR entity records the key design issues, argumentation and design alternatives without explicitly capturing the design deliberation relationships. We argue that in most cases the design deliberation relationships are not required by the designers and they are time-consuming to capture. This approach simplifies the capture process by only capturing the results or justifications of the decisions without the overhead.
- Encapsulation – design rationale are encapsulated in an AR. This way the decisions can be incorporated into the design process naturally to show the causal relationships implementation and deployment. Their classification facilitates change impact analysis when architects want to focus on a specific aspect of a system. For instance, an architect may wish to find out how a change in a requirement may affect the design objects in the application viewpoint.

Fig. 3. A classification of architecture elements.

Fig. 4. Components of architecture rationale.
between the design objects without over-complicating its representation. Should designers require more details about a decision, the details can be revealed by exploring the AR package. Our implementation in UML supports this feature.

- Causal relationship chain – since AR acts as a connector between the cause architecture elements and the resulting architecture elements, we can construct a graphical representation showing direct dependencies between architecture elements and decisions in a chain. Such relationships can then be analysed to understand the design reasoning.

The encapsulation of architecture rationale in AR provides reasoning support to help architects understand a design decision and allow them to verify the decision. Relating AR to architecture elements AE provides the knowledge about the inter-dependency between architecture elements. It solves the problem of not being able to understand the design because of implicit assumptions and constraints.

3.4.1. Qualitative rationale

During the deliberation of design decisions, a number of factors have to be considered. Issues surrounding a decision need to be specified and alternative options to solving the issues are considered. Each alternative is assessed for its strengths and weaknesses. Some tradeoffs might be necessary in the decision making process. QLR is a template within AR to capture such qualitative design rationale. QLR is defined using a combination of reasoning methods (Lee and Lai, 1996; Maclean et al., 1996; Clements et al., 2002; Tyree and Akerman, 2005; Ali-Babar et al., 2006).

The following information are contained in QLR:

- issue of the decision – the issue specifies the concern of this decision.
- design assumptions – they document the unknowns which are relevant to this decision.
- design constraints – the constraints that are specific to this decision.
- strengths and weaknesses of a design.
- tradeoffs – they document the analysis of what is a more appropriate alternative by using priorities and weightings.
- risks and non-risks – they are considerations about the uncertainties or certainties of a design option.
- assessment and decision – they summarise the decision and the key justifications behind the selection or exclusion of a design.
- supporting information – decision maker(s), stakeholder(s), date of decision, revision number and history.

The information contained in QLR provides the qualitative rationale to justify a decision. It helps architects and designers to understand the reasons and the justifications behind a decision.

3.4.2. Quantitative rationale

For most architecture design, the decision making process is based on the experience and the intuition of architects. Design tradeoffs are often not explicitly quantified. The lack of a quantifiable justification makes it very difficult to subsequently assess the accuracy of design decisions using quality systems such as CMMI.

Quantitative rationale enables the systematic estimates of the cost, benefit and risk of design options. Using these three basic elements, we can compute the expected return of each design option. As such, architects are able to justify why certain design options are better than the others. This article does not explore the use of quantitative design rationale. Interested readers are referred to Tang and Han (2005).

3.4.3. Alternative architecture rationale

In terms of the argumentation-based design rationale approach, an alternative design is referred to as an option or a position. The association to support or refute an option is modelled explicitly. This leads to complicated decision models. The AREL model simplifies this by encapsulating the options and their arguments within the decision. In other words, zero or more alternative design options (i.e. AAR) are contained within an AR. AAR itself may contain entities such as arguments, design objects and behavioural diagrams (see Fig. 4). This information allows architects to understand and verify the discarded design options, their relative merits and demerits, that have been considered in the decision process.

The implementation of AAR relies on a UML tool. Both AR and AAR are implemented by the package entity in UML. Therefore, an AR is a container of AAR. This multi-level structure hides the complexity of a decision and makes it easy for searching and retrieval. The multi-layered information is exposed only when they are required.

3.5. Extending AREL to support evolution

Architecture systems evolve over time. The evolution signifies changes in the requirements or in the environments that dictate the design. As the architecture design evolves, the original design and their design rationale can be lost. An architect who is not exposed to the passage of events often cannot understand the convoluted architecture design due to past changes (Tang et al., 2006a). This may often prevent sound design decisions to be made during system maintenance and enhancements. To address this issue, we define an extended version of AREL called eAREL to capture the evolution history.

In an eAREL model, both AR and AE have one current version and one or more historical versions. The current versions of AR and AE are denoted by AR and AE, respectively, and the historical versions of AR and AE are denoted by AR and AE, respectively. When an AR or an AE is superseded by a current version, the superseded
elements are kept in superseded elements \( A_{R_h} \) and \( A_{E_h} \). If multiple supersedence exists, they are linked in a linear linked list. This supersedence chain represents the direct supersedence relationship between different versions of architecture elements and rationales. The supersedence link of \( A_R \) is stereotyped by \( \langle ARsupersedee \rangle \) and the supersedence link of \( A_E \) is stereotyped by \( \langle AEsupersedee \rangle \). Fig. 5 shows the relationship in UML.

In the eAREL model, the \( \langle ARtrace \rangle \) links between superseded architecture elements and rationales are also kept to retain their relationships. The version attribute of \( \langle ARtrace \rangle \) links is reset to indicate that it is a replaced version. In this way it supports the retention of historical architecture design decisions.

4. Traceability support

General traceability provides a means to retrieve related development artefacts such as system requirements and design objects. However, architecture verification and enhancement are better served if design rationale is traceable as well. Without design rationale, implicit assumptions, constraints and design reasoning can only be derived by second-guessing, or they might be overlooked altogether, and as such risk that architects are not able to correctly verify or maintain the architecture design exists.

The AREL model provides a mean to represent the causal and the dependency relationships between design rationale and design objects. Such representation provides an additional perspective to understand the relationships between design objects and their design rationale. The tracing is therefore characterised by the inter-connection of design rationale and design objects using these causal relationships. Constraints, assumptions, decisions and trade-offs can be traced to disparate parts of a system that they influence. There are three possible tracing techniques: forward tracing, backward tracing and evolutionary tracing. They rely on the AREL and eAREL links \( \langle ARtrace \rangle \), \( \langle AEsupersedee \rangle \) and \( \langle ARsupersedee \rangle \).

- **Forward trace** – the purpose of this trace is to support the impact analysis of the architecture design. Given an architecture element \( A_{E1} \), all architecture rationale and architecture elements which are downwardly caused and impacted by \( A_{E1} \) can be traversed.
- **Backward trace** – the purpose of this trace is to support the root-cause analysis of the architecture design. For a given architecture element \( A_{E1} \), all decisions and other architecture elements that \( A_{E1} \) depends on, directly or indirectly, are traced and retrieved. This enables architects and designers to retrieve the root causes such as requirements and assumptions of \( A_{E1} \), and to understand and analyse design justifications leading to \( A_{E1} \).
- **Evolution trace** – the purpose of this trace is to support the analysis of the evolution of a decision or an architecture element. Given an \( AR_1 \) or \( AE_1 \) node, the history containing previous versions of the node is retrieved.

The traceability support based on the AREL model has two characteristics. Firstly, it provides an automated mechanism to support forward and backward tracing. An architect could specify the source of the trace (i.e. an \( AR \)), and the system would traverse all related elements in the AREL model. Enterprise Architect (Sparx Systems, 2005) is the UML design tool we use to capture the AREL model, the results of a trace are created as UML diagrams.

Secondly, traceability can be selective based on architecture elements’ classifications. Using the classification of the architecture elements by viewpoints and business drivers (see Section 3.3), architects could limit the trace results to the specified types of architecture elements. For instance, a trace could traverse only those AEs that are specific to the data viewpoint only. The classification-based traceability could reduce information overload when analysing trace results. This is an initial attempt to implement the traceability scoping with classified architecture elements. It demonstrates that classification is useful in restricting the scope of the trace results. Further classifications to support analysis and traceability are beyond the scope of this article.

5. A case study

The People’s Bank of China Guangzhou branch (PBC-GZ) is a central bank branch which is responsible for the financial monitoring and inter-bank payments and settlements of the financial centre Guangzhou and its neighbouring cities. The Electronic Fund Transfer System (EFT) was built by the first author and his team to transfer and settle high value payments between all the commercial and specialist banks in the provincial and neighbouring cities. It serves an area with a population of over ten million people.
in Southern China. The EFT system also acts as a gateway to connect these local banks to the national payment network. The EFT system comprises of the High Value Payment System (HVPS) and the Settlement Account Management System (SAM).

The EFT System took about two years to design, develop and test, employing thirty designers and developers. High-value payments are instructions exchanged between the central bank and participating banks to transfer and settle payments. It is the backbone of the financial system in the region. As such, the EFT system has to be reliable, secure and efficient. At the time of the system development, China was in the process of developing a national payment system standard, so the EFT system architecture had to be adaptable to changes based on the national standards.

The foundation of the system is the architecture which provides the processing services infrastructure for the online fund transfers between the local banks and the central bank.

The system design was extensively specified and documented. However, it is still difficult for anyone outside the original development team to understand its intricate design. Using the AREL representation, we retrospectively capture the design rationale of the EFT system. We demonstrate the advantages of being able to trace and explain the architecture from the design reasoning perspective. It provides important information that was missing from most of the design specifications in which the focus is on design organisation, interface and behaviour. We illustrate the payment message processing layer and its design rationale traceability below using Enterprise Architect and the AREL tool.

5.1. Design rationale representation

The design specifications of the EFT system do not systematically document the assumptions, constraints and rationale of the design. Its specifications document the design of the software modules, their interfaces and behaviour. Designers who were not originally involved in the design would find it difficult to understand the design intentions. Thus, when system modifications are required, it would be hard to determine which parts of the system are affected. We use the payment messaging mechanism as an example to illustrate how a traceable AREL model captures this knowledge.

Fig. 6 is an example of a chain of decisions. In this case, the architect was to choose a payment messaging protocol to support payment message exchange between the central bank and the participating banks. At this decision point (i.e. AR10), the issue is to choose between synchronous and asynchronous messaging protocols. The motivational reasons of the decision are R4_1_3, R2_3_1, R2_3_4 and R2_3_5. They specify that the decision has to take into considerations: (a) the handling of message acknowledgement; (b) the processing of at least 8000 payment messages per day, 50% of which would come from one bank; and (c) the system has to scale to process a much higher volume and so the processing unit must be able to handle multiple bank connections simultaneously.

The reasons or justifications to have chosen asynchronous over synchronous message processing are encapsulated in AR10. The QLR contained within AR10 captures the details of its design rationale as shown in Fig. 7. When an asynchronous payment message is sent to the receiving party, an acknowledgement message from the receiving party is not expected immediately but eventually. The acknowledgement should come from the receiving party to indicate whether the message has been received correctly. Therefore, there is no blocking between the two communicating processes and they can continue with other work. Synchronous message processing needs a pair of processes by each party to listen and to send messages. Whilst the sender process is waiting for an acknowledgement, it cannot process other messages and hence the concurrency is lower. This explanation is captured in AAR within AR10. By comparing the two methods, it was decided that asynchronous messaging would provide better processing efficiency than synchronous messaging.

As a result of the decision AR10, the component C4_2_4 was created. The constraint or the implication of such a design is that all messages must have a mandatory, unique and sequential message identifier. The design has to deal with a scenario where messages must not go missing even though they can be out of order. As a result, a number of decisions (i.e. AR13, AR14 and AR15) have to be made to deal with this new constraint.

The choice of this design addresses the issue of payment processing efficiency and it has implications on different aspects of the system such as complexity and reliability. This intricate design relationship could be easily understood if design rationale are explicitly recorded and linked. Trying to reconstruct this relationship without captured design rationale can be difficult if the designer does not have in-depth knowledge of the system. AREL uses AR and \((\text{ARtrace})\) to capture the knowledge so that designers can understand the motivational reasons, the design rationale and the design outcome.

5.2. Forward and backward tracing

Architects often need to analyse change impacts and root-causes to understand the design during system enhancements. They rely on tracing the design to the requirements, assumptions and constraints to explain why and how the design is constructed. If this information is implicit, its influence could be omitted or misinterpreted because (a) the motivational reasons which influence disparate parts of the design would not be apparent; (b) the design rationale that justifies inter-related design objects would be missing. We resolve this issue by providing a tool to do forward tracing for impact analysis and backward tracing for analysing root causes.
5.2.1. Forward tracing

Using requirement R4_1_3 as an example, we use forward tracing to identify any impact the payment acknowledgement requirement has on the architecture design. Fig. 8 is the resulting UML diagram of the forward trace. Two decisions that are directly affected by R4_1_3 are AR10 and AR11. AR11 is a decision about how payment messages are to be composed and decomposed for transmission. AR10 is a decision about which messaging protocol should be used with the key issue being performance. As discussed above, asynchronous messaging protocol was selected over synchronous messaging protocol.

The selection of the asynchronous mechanism means that a number of constraints and requirements to support the design must be in place. The criteria are (a) messages need to be sequenced and (b) a protective mechanism is available to guarantee that there is no loss of payment messages. Following the \((\text{ARtrace})\) link from AR10, we find AR14 and AR13 which consider message sequencing and missing payment message detection respectively.
Normally a payment acknowledgement should arrive shortly after a payment has been sent, but if it does not arrive within the allowed elapsed time, there ought to be a time-out function to indicate that the acknowledgement is missing. AR15 is a decision to implement such an Alarm Server to notify any overdue acknowledgement.

This example of forward tracing shows the impacts of a requirement to all the design objects and decisions that are affected by it. The design decision AR10 creates a chain effect on the resulting design branching out into many decisions and design outcomes.

Architects could use the AREL tool to specify the required viewpoints, the tool would traverse the AREL
model to create trace results (see Section 6). Forward trace-
ability has a number of characteristics:

- Impact analysis – when an architecture element AE1 is
  specified, the architecture rationale (AR) and the archi-
tecture elements (AE) that depends on AE1 are
  retrieved. Since AREL is a causal model, it implies that
  all resulting architecture decisions and elements are
directly or indirectly impacted by AE1.
- Selection by viewpoints – the classification of architec-
ture elements by architecture viewpoints allow architects
to hone in on specific results by specifying what is required.
- Graphical representation – since AREL is implemented
  in UML, trace results are also represented in UML
  diagrams.

5.2.2. Backward tracing

Using the same design, we analyse the root-causes of
having the alarm server by backward tracing. We use the
AREL tool to trace backwards from C6_0_0, the resulting
AREL graph is shown in Fig. 9. It shows all the require-
ments, design elements and design decisions that lead to
the creation of C6_0_0.

The reason for the creation of C6_0_0 is due to the need
of a timer mechanism (AR15) to support asynchronous
error detection C4_2_7. The timer would time-out and send
a notification if a payment message has not been acknowl-
edged within a specified time. The justification in AR15
specifies that this ought to be a separate server process
because there is a technical constraint to implement time-
out in the payment processing process itself. By tracing
further backwards, we understand that the need for such
implementation is due to the No Loss of Payment Transac-
tion requirement. This requirement comes from R2_5_1 as well
as the implementation of C4_2_4. C4_2_4 is in turn con-
cerned with the performance issue of the payment system.

If an architect wants to assess the possibilities of enhanc-
ing the timer server, the first task is to understand the
causes of such a design. These causes are intricate because
there are underlying constraints and assumptions in a chain
of dependency. In this case, the multitude of constraints are

![Fig. 9. Backward tracing for root-cause analysis.](image)
performance (AR10), reliability (AR14) and technical implementation (AR15). A change in the design must address all these inter-connected causes and constraints at the same time.

Similar to forward traceability, backward traceability supports results scoping by viewpoints. The resulting trace is a subset of the AREL model in a UML diagram. Backward traceability supports root-cause analysis by retrieving architecture rationale and architecture elements for which the design element in question directly or indirectly depends on.

5.3. Tracing architecture design evolution

Since architectures can have a long live-span and are subject to enhancements and adaptations over time, the
view of the current architecture design does not necessarily provide all the information required for decision making. We use eAREL as a supporting mechanism for evolution tracking. It provides a means to track changes of the design and the decision making over time. Let us consider architecture element C4_2_5 for MAC Processing. In Fig. 10a, assuming I1_1_5 and R2_4_6 are the new requirements to support authenticity of the payment message using an encryption mechanism. The implementation requires the MAC code to be encrypted with a secret key to prove its authenticity. So the original design C4_2_5, which only supports clear-text MAC, would require some modifications. We decide to keep its original design history.

A copy of the original design, i.e. version 1 of C4_2_5 is archived and a relationship of the stereotype \(\langle\text{AEsupercede}\rangle\) links it with version 2 of the C4_2_5, which is in the current AREL model. This is shown in Fig. 10b. Since version 1 of C4_2_5 MAC has now been replaced, its \(\langle\text{ARtrace}\rangle\) links to AR12 and AR13 are now obsolete, therefore these links are made non-current. New \(\langle\text{ARtrace}\rangle\) links are created to be related to AR12 and AR13 for version 2 of the C4_2_5.

In the above example, we have demonstrated how a design can be superseded by its replacement. The supersession of AR works in the same way. eAREL can be useful in many cases. For instances, an architect may wish to investigate the extent of design changes in a particular release, or investigate the impact of a historical change, or simply understand the design history as background information. The architect can follow the \(\langle\text{AEsupercede}\rangle\) links to recover the previous designs. The tracing of historical changes to the architecture design begins from an initial AR or AE in AREL, and then trace through its history using \(\langle\text{ARsupercede}\rangle\) or \(\langle\text{AEsupercede}\rangle\) links to the older versions of AR or AE. Finally, the inter-relationships between historical elements and rationale can be traced through non-current \(\langle\text{ARtrace}\rangle\) links. eAREL has the following characteristics:

- Capture of decision and element changes – evolutionary changes to AE or AR can be captured through the \(\langle\text{AEsupercede}\rangle\) and \(\langle\text{ARsupercede}\rangle\) relationships respectively.
- Manual trace – the tracing of eAREL is a manual process of traversing the UML diagrams using the \(\langle\text{AEsupercede}\rangle\) and \(\langle\text{ARsupercede}\rangle\) links.

6. Tool support

A UML tool, Enterprise Architect version 5.00.767 (Sparx Systems, 2005), is used to capture and construct AREL and eAREL models. Existing and new design elements created in UML can be modelled as AEs to serve the dual-purpose of being a design specification as well as being part of a design rationale model. It helps to reduce data entry.

Enterprise Architect provides a convenient way to allow templates to be added to extend the standard UML. Our implementation of the design rationale capture template is by way of creating Enterprise Architect profiles for \(\langle\text{AR}\rangle\) and \(\langle\text{AE}\rangle\) stereotypes (Tang, 2005). Once installed, architects can create AREL model elements by dragging and dropping from a tool-box during design modelling and filling in the necessary information (see Fig. 11. (a) Extended UML profile to support AREL rationale capture and (b) AREL traceability tool.

![Fig. 11. (a) Extended UML profile to support AREL rationale capture and (b) AREL traceability tool.](image-url)
rationale. The AREL model uses two types of reasoning architecture model (AREL) to capture architecture design reasoning (Shipman and McCall, 1997).

The tool support for design traceability and reasoning is a combination of using Enterprise Architect and the AREL tool. The following are the use cases for retrieving design rationale from the AREL models:

1. Understand design rationale – since design rationale AR is captured within Enterprise Architect in a graphical form, architects can retrieve the information by inspecting the encapsulated qualitative design rationale QLR, quantitative design rationale QNR, and alternative design options AAR. This is a matter of delving into the details of the AR node.

2. Forward and backward tracing – a reasonably large system would contain many architecture elements and decisions which can be difficult to trace, therefore an automated tool would facilitate the tracing process by showing only results which are of interest. The following are the steps in using the tools:
   (i) Specify the AREL model.
   (ii) Specify the trace criteria by (a) identifying the architecture element to be the starting point of the trace; (b) specifying the scope of the trace using viewpoints and sub-viewpoints; (c) specifying whether tracing backward or forward or both. See example in Fig. 11b.
   (iii) The results of the trace are generated as a UML diagram in Enterprise Architect. Figs. 8 and 9 are examples of trace results.

Currently the AREL tool is a separate program and not integrated as one of the menu options within Enterprise Architect. This is due to the compiler version not compatible with Enterprise Architect because of the Standard Operating Environment (SOE) mandated by the university. As a result, evolution trace is currently a manual procedure and the automated functions to create and traverse eAREL cannot be implemented. This is another example of how environmental factors have a chain effect on the architecture design of a system.

7. Conclusion

The lack of design rationale and its impact on architecture design are well documented (Bosch, 2004; Perry and Wolf, 1992). The argumentation-based design rationale methods have not resolved this issue entirely because they do not relate design elements to design justifications (Herbsleb and Kuwana, 1993). Additionally, these methods are ineffective in capturing and communicating design reasoning (Shipman and McCall, 1997).

In this article, we have introduced a rationale-based architecture model (AREL) to capture architecture design rationale. The AREL model uses two types of reasoning support: motivational reasons and design rationale. Motivational reasons induce architecture design issues in that design decisions are required to resolve them. Architecture design decisions are justified by architecture design rationale which is comprised of qualitative rationale, quantitative rationale and alternative design options. Design solutions and design objects are created as a result of design decisions.

AREL provides a new perspective to explain and help architects understand architecture design. The intricately inter-dependent design objects sharing common requirements, assumptions, constraints and decisions can be related and reasoned. This reasoning support complements the structural and interface documentation commonly used in design specifications.

In order to facilitate the understanding of the architecture design to support architecture verification and maintenance, we have identified three ways to trace an AREL model. Forward tracing supports impact analysis. Given a requirement, the design objects and design rationale that are directly and indirectly dependent on and impacted by it can be traversed. Backward tracing supports root-cause analysis. Given a design element, its causes such as requirements, assumptions, constraints and design rationale can be traversed. Evolution tracing supports the traceability through the design evolution of an architecture element or an architecture rationale. The implementation of AREL and its traceability are supported by the AREL tool as well as the UML tool Enterprise Architect.

We have used a partial architecture design of a payment system to demonstrate the application of AREL and its traceability. This has been done retrospectively for an existing system. During this exercise, we have recovered over fifty key architecture decisions we consider to be worthwhile documenting to recapture the architecture rationale. Although we can show AREL’s explanatory and reasoning power to help understand an existing system, we are unable to demonstrate AREL’s reasoning capabilities to support new system development. It is our intention to test this aspect of AREL in the future.
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